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Abstract
A large number of industrial concurrent programs are being de-
signed based on a model which combines threads with event-based
communication. These programs consist of several threads which
perform computation by dispatching tasks to other threads via asyn-
chronous function calls. These asynchronous function calls are im-
plemented using function objects, which are essentially wrappers
containing a pointer to the function that should be executedon a
particular thread with the corresponding arguments. In many cases,
the arguments, in turn, contain function objects which serve as call-
backs. Verifying such programs which involves reasoning about
complex concurrency constructs comprising function pointers and
callback functions is extremely tricky especially in the presence of
recursion. In this paper, we present a fast and accurate static data
race detection technique for multi-threadedC programs with asyn-
chronous function calls and demonstrate its application toreal-life
software.

1. Introduction
Leveraging parallelism effectively is key to enhancing theperfor-
mance of software. While there exist many paradigms of concur-
rent programming, real-life massively concurrent systemsare of-
ten based on anevent-drivenmodel wherein threads create tasks
and dispatch these tasks to other threads, to be executed asyn-
chronously. The tasks dispatched to a thread are enqueued onits
work queue and processed in the order received. This model com-
bines the expressiveness of both thread and event-based models of
computation [15], and has the advantage that the thread thatcreates
the task need not wait for it to finish. Threads can delegate com-
putationally intensive tasks to other threads while continuing with
more immediate tasks. Several large industrial concurrentsystems
and Internet services [28] including Ajax-based scripts, routers, and
web servers use this model of concurrent computation. A number
of libraries, e.g., Intel’s threading building blocks [19]as well as
languages [3] are available to support the design of concurrent sys-
tems with tasks.

Although providing both superior run-time performance as well
as flexibility to the system designer, multi-threaded programs with
asynchronous events are extremely hard to debug and verify due
to the non-sequential flow of control inherent in such systems.
First, there is a loose correlation between the asynchronous call
and the value returned, making it difficult to track the flow of
data across threads. More significantly, these calls are often made
using function pointers, and the arguments to these calls may, in
turn, contain function pointers tocallback functions, which are
executed, for example, upon completion of the call. Such indirect
mechanisms for communication among threads makes analysisof
these programs extremely challenging.

In this paper, we present a method to perform static data racede-
tection for concurrentC programs which use asynchronous indirect
function calls for communication. Given a multi-threaded program
with asynchronous calls, our method first builds a precise context-
sensitive concurrent control flow graph (CCFG) based on a flow
and context-sensitive (FSCS) points-to analysis. Using this CCFG,
we perform a staged data race detection, that involves (i) identify-
ing the shared variables and lock pointers, (ii) computing an ini-
tial database of race warnings, and finally, (iii) pruning away the
spurious warnings using a may-happen-in-parallel (MHP) analysis
based on computing lock sets and performing thread order anal-
ysis. The main drawback of static analysis is that a large number
of bogus data race warnings can often be generated which do not
correspond to true bugs. Thus a key challenge in static data race
detection lies in satisfying the conflicting goals of scalability and
accuracy, i.e., keeping the bogus warning rate low.

Our computation model comprises a thread pool, where each
thread iteratively processes tasks from its work queue. In order to
send a task request to another threadt2, threadt1 issues an asyn-
chronous function call with the task (e.g., a function to be executed)
as an argument. An asynchronous function call may or may not be
followed by an asynchronous function return (join). Note that the
standard fork-join model for concurrent programs can be viewed as
a particular case of the thread pool model (with unbounded num-
ber of threads, each having a zero-length queue), where forkcor-
responds to an asynchronous function call (AFC) to an unnamed
thread while the join corresponds to the matching asynchronous re-
turn. When the thread pool is of finite size, each thread must have
a non-zero length queue to store multiple incoming job requests.
A key challenge in analyzing such programs is that given an asyn-
chronous call, the function to be executed during the call, the argu-
ments to that function, the callback functions passed to thecall and
the thread on which the call is to be executed can all be passedin-
directly via pointers. Moreover, the values of each of thesepointers
can be set upstream in the code far away from the function calllo-
cation. Thus without a precise (flow and context-sensitive)points-
to analysis it is hard to even determine control flow in the given
program. Recursion further complicates the problem.

The first and most crucial step in static data race detection,
therefore, is to construct the CCFG of the given program. In the
presence of function pointers and recursion, however, constructing
the CCFG of the given program that satisfies the three key criteria
of (i) Soundness:preserving every real data race, (ii)Accuracy:
keeping the bogus warning rate low, and (iii)Scalability, is a non-
trivial problem.

The main problem posed by the presence of function pointers
is that it is not possible to compute the CCFG from the syntac-
tic program description. In order to resolve these functionpointers
while keeping the bogus warning rate low, we have to carry outa
flow and context sensitive (FSCS) function pointer alias analysis.



For FSCS pointer alias analysis we, in turn, need to compute the
CCFG thereby creating a cyclic dependency between CCFG con-
struction and function pointer resolution. This cyclic dependency
can be broken via a context-sensitive construction of the CCFG
wherein the contexts of the given program are enumerated starting
at the entry function. As soon as a function pointer is encountered
in a given context, its points-to set is computed which allows us to
continue constructing the CCFG. A context-sensitive CCFG con-
struction presents no problems in the absence of recursion.If re-
cursion is present, however, the number of calling contextsfor a re-
cursive function can, in principle, be infinite. The may result in the
size of the context sensitive CCFG being infinite. In [6], theprob-
lem is handled by introducing back edges for recursive functions.
Thus if during the construction of the CCFG, the same function is
encountered again in a given context, then instead of introducing a
new copy off a back edge is introduced to the existing copy off .
However, because of the introduction of back edges the construc-
tion no longer remains truly context-sensitive thereby leading to an
over-approximation of the set of behaviors of the given program.
This, in turns, leads to an increase in bogus data race warnings (see
Sec. 6) rendering this technique unsuitable for our purposes.

In this paper, we present a new,unifiedapproach for construct-
ing the CCFG of a concurrent program with asynchronous calls, re-
cursion and function pointers, while ensuring the precision of data
race detection. The apparently disjoint goals of context-sensitive
CCFG construction (using function pointer analysis) and lock-
set computation are achieved simultaneously by a uniform data
flow analysis with a fix-point criteria. First, our analysis dove-tails
the context-sensitive construction of the CFG with the (context-
sensitive) computation of the points-to sets of function pointers.
This allows us to resolve the functions called via pointers as and
when they are encountered during the construction process.Sec-
ondly, in order to ensure that the size of the resulting CFG isfinite,
we formulate a fix-point criterion which enables us to enumerate
a representativefinite set of contexts that need be explored while
ensuring both soundness and accuracy of static data race detection.
The key insight in this work is that for purpose of static datarace
detection, it suffices to consider only those contexts that may gen-
eratedifferent locksets at locations where shared variables are ac-
cessed. Such contexts are only finitely many in number. Interest-
ingly, our fix-point criteria not only ensures finiteness of CCFG,
but also prunes out contexts which cannot generate new data race
warnings (even for program without function pointers and/or recur-
sion - see Section 8). A fundamental difference between our tech-
nique and [6] is that in (over-)approximating all possible contexts
via back edges the analysis in [6] loses precision and no longer
remains truly context-sensitive. This directly impacts the accuracy
of computing the context sensitive locksets leading to bogus warn-
ings. We, on the other hand, use a fix-point criterion to explicitly
enumerate a finite subset of contexts that need be explored while
preserving soundness, i.e., no data race is missed, and carry out a
precise context-sensitive lockset analysis individuallyfor each of
these contexts.

An additional challenge that needs to be addressed when com-
puting FSCS points-to sets of lock and function/thread pointers is
scalability. Indeed, whole program FSCS alias analysis is expen-
sive. In order to ensure scalability, we leverage bootstrapping [11].
Since, for our application, we are interested only in lock and func-
tion/thread pointers we need to consider only those programstate-
ments which may affect aliases of these pointers. These statements
can be isolated via bootstrapping. Since the statements that may
affect aliases of lock or function pointers are very few in number
it guarantees scalability of the FSCS analysis for lock and func-
tion/thread pointers. To further enhance scalability, we leverage the
use of summarization. Since lock and function pointer aliases are

typically updated by only a few functions, summaries for FSCS
alias analysis (as formulated in [11]) for these pointers need be
computed for only a small number of functions. Thus exploiting
the synergy between bootstrapping and summarization enables us
to efficiently compute the FSCS aliases of lock and function point-
ers during the CCFG construction.

Our approach has been implemented in the CoBE frame-
work [12] for analyzing multi-threaded C programs. Section2
presents a motivating example program which combines thread and
indirect asynchronous call models. Section 3 describes theback-
ground concepts and notations used in the paper. We present the
algorithm for constructing concurrent control flow graphs in Sec-
tion 6. Based on the CCFG created, we present our technique for
computing and refining the set of data race warnings in Section 7.
Finally we describe the related work and conclude in Section9.

2. Motivating Example
Figure 1 shows a slice of a concurrentC program which illustrates
some of the complexities arising from a combination of indirect
function calls and thread creation.

We useC-like syntax together with a specialthreadconstruct to
denote thread identifiers andnamedfork (see Section 3) and join
calls to denote thread creation and termination. More precisely, the
call fork (t1, f, arg1, arg2, ..) denotes the creation of a
thread with identifiert1 which executes the functionf with the
actual argumentsarg1, arg2, etc. . Similarly the calljoin (t1)
blocks the caller until the threadt1 finishes execution.

The example program starts from themain function, which
creates threadst1 or t2 (lines l0, l1 respectively). Both the
threads execute the functionf; however, depending on the argu-
ments passed tof, the callback functionh1 or h2 is invoked. The
functionf obtains the return value from the callback function and
then writes to a shared variable*z. Since the shared variable may
be written in either thread*t1 or *t2, there is a potential race
condition at the locationsl2 and l3 in function f. However, as
we show later, if we build the concurrent call graph in a context-
sensitive manner and take into account the thread ordering imposed
by thread creation and join, we can prove that such a race cannot
happen. Also, note that since the functionsh1 and h2 are called
using function pointers, we will not be able to capture the exact
asynchronous behavior of the program without a precise function
pointer analysis.

3. Preliminaries
In this paper, we focus on static data race detection of multi-
threadedC programs. A popular paradigm for writing multi-
threadedC programs is thePOSIX-style fork/join model. Here the
program is comprised of a main thread which mayfork one or
more new threads providing them with a function pointer argument
pointing to the function that the new thread must execute. Incase,
a thread executing a fork call needs to wait for the call to finish a
matching join is executed.

While such a model is adequate for small programs, for ef-
ficiency reasons or due to resource limitations, large industrial-
strength applications often go beyond this simple thread creation
model by adopting a more flexiblethread poolmodel [28], con-
sisting of a number of threads each having its own work queue
for processing tasks. In many cases, a set of threads are created at
initialization and each thread isnamed, i.e., it has an unique iden-
tifier. Since the threads are created once at initialization, the caller
thread simply creates anexecution joband dispatches it to the callee
thread. In order to send a task request to another threadt2, thread
t1 issues anasynchronous function call (AFC)with the task (e.g.,
a function to be executed) as an argument. Note that the standard



int h1 (int x) { int h2 (int y) {
return x * x; return y + y;

} }

struct funcType {
int (*func) (int);

}

void f (int x, funcType *g, int *z) {
l2: if ( x > 0) { *z = *(g->func) (x); }
l3: else { *z = *(g->func) (-x); }
}

int main () {
struct funcType ft;
int a, b, p1, p2, z;
struct thread t1, t2;
....
if (p1) {

ft.func = &h1;
l0: fork (t1, f, a, ft, &z);

join (t1);
}
...
if (p2) {

ft.func = &h2;
l1: fork (t2, f, b, ft, &z);

join (t2);
}

}

Figure 1. Motivating example concurrent program.

fork-join model for concurrent programs can be viewed as a par-
ticular case of the thread pool model (with unbounded numberof
threads, each having a zero-length queue), where fork corresponds
to an AFC to an unnamed thread while the join corresponds to the
matching asynchronous return. When the thread pool is of finite
size, each thread must have a non-zero length queue to store multi-
ple incoming job requests.

Program Model: Concurrent Control Flow Graph (CCFG) We
consider concurrent imperative programs comprising threads that
communicate using shared variables and synchronize with each
other using standard primitives such as locks. Each threadTi :
(Fi, ei, Gi, Li) consists of proceduresFi, entry procedureei ∈ Fi,
a set of global variablesG and thread local variablesv. Each
procedurep ∈ F , is associated with a tuple of formal arguments
args(p), a return typetp, local variablesL(p), and a control flow
graph (CFG). Each procedural CFG(N(p), E(p), action) consists
of a set of nodesN(p) and a set of edgesE(p) between nodes
in N(p). A node in N(p) is designated theentry node of the
procedure and represents the statement wherein control flowenters
the procedure. Similarly a subset of nodes ofN(p) are designated
the exit nodes and represent statements where control flow may
leave the procedure. Each edgem → n ∈ E(p) is associated
with anaction that is an assignment, a call to another procedure, a
return statement, a conditional guard, a synchronization statement,
a named forkstatement or anamed joinstatement. The actions in
the CFG for a procedurep may refer to variables in the setG ∪
args(p) ∪ L(p). The named fork edge provides a means to model,
in a unified fashion, the fork operation in the fork/join model and
AFCs in the thread pool model. A named fork edge occurs from
the program location where the fork or AFC is made to the entry
node of the procedure to be executed. If the thread on which the

procedure is to be executed is specified as in the thread pool model,
the named fork is labeled with the corresponding thread-id.If the
thread-id is unknown or irrelevant as in the fork/join modelit is
simply labeled with ‘?’. A named join matching a named fork that
executes procedureg occurs from an exit node ofg to the node
representing the join location.

Complexities of AFCs.While the AFC construct provides a very
flexible and powerful tool in the hands of programmers, it also
introduces many challenges when it comes to analyzing code.A
common mechanism to implements AFCs is via the use of bound
function objects, e.g., in the Boost library [23]. For example, the
functionmakeAFC creates anAFCTask bf in the following way.

struct AFCTask *bf = makeAFC(thread t,bind(&g,args));

Thebf object contains the thread pointerthread t, i.e., the thread
on which the task is to be executed, the function pointer&g point-
ing to the functiong to be executed, andargs are the arguments
to g. The argumentsargs are bound to the corresponding function
g using thebind construct. The actual asynchronous function call
takes place with the help of theenqueue function: on executing
enqueue(bf) in the caller thread, thebf object task is dispatched
to the working queue of the thread pointed-to bythread t, which
is then executed in a first-in-first-out manner from the queue. Note
that the location of creation and dispatch of an AFC may be farre-
moved from each other in the code. Liberal use of AFCs can leadto
code that is extremely hard to understand and debug. Consider, for
example, the following nested AFC objectafc, where the function
object created bybind (&bar, barArg) is itself an argument to
another function object:

struct AFCTask *afc = makeAFCTask (t,
bind (&g, gArg1, gArg2, bind (&bar, barArg)) );

On dispatching the above object, the task with functiong (and ar-
gumentsgArg1, gArg2 and bind(&bar, barArg)) will be exe-
cuted on threadt. Upon completion,g may make another AFC
with functionbar and argumentbarArg. The target of the second
AFC might be the same threadt or another thread whose identi-
fier is available tog at the time of execution. Note that this target
was kept ambiguous at the time of creation of theafc object, and
the intent of the programmer at the creation point might be com-
pletely forgotten while implementing the functiong. This gives
rise to subtle bugs which produce unexpected execution results and
are extremely difficult to trace due to the indirect call sequences.
Since the instantiations to the various entities in an AFC, i.e.,
thread pointers, function pointers, arguments, etc., may be physi-
cally spread out in the source code, it is easy to see that one of the
key challenges in analyzing multi-threadedC/C++ code with AFCs
lies in constructing the CCFG from source code.

4. Bootstrapping based Pointer Analysis
We review some useful facts about the well-known Steensgaard’s
points-to analysis [24] and how to leverage it in improving the
scalability of flow and context-sensitive (FSCS) alias analyses via
bootstrapping [11].

Steensgaard’s Analysis.In Steensgaard’s analysis [24], aliasing
information is maintained as a relation over abstract memory lo-
cations. Every locationl is associated with a set of pointers and
holds some contentα which is an abstract pointer value. Points-to
information between abstract pointers is stored as a points-to graph
which is a directed graph whose nodes represent sets of pointers
and edges encode the points-to relation between them. Intuitively,
an edgee : v1 → v2 from nodesv1 to v2 represents the fact that
a pointer in the set represented byv1 may point to some pointer



in the set represented byv2. The key feature of Steensgaard’s
analysis that is used in bootstrapping is the well known factthat
the points-to sets so generated are equivalence classes (see [11]).
Hence these sets define a partitioning of the set of all pointers in
the given program into disjoint subsets, calledSteensgaard Parti-
tions, that respect the aliasing relation, i.e., a pointer can only be
aliased to pointers within its own partition. For pointerp, let np

denote the node in the Steensgaard points-to graph representing the
Steensgaard partition containingp. A Steensgaard points-to graph
defines an ordering on the pointers inP which we refer to as the
Steensgaard points-to hierarchy(see [11]). For pointersp, q, we
say thatp is higher thanq in the Steensgaard points-to hierarchy,
denoted byp > q, or equivalently byq < p, if np andnq are dis-
tinct nodes and there is a path fromnp to nq in the Steensgaard
points-to graph. Also, we writep ∼ q to mean thatp andq both
belong to the same Steensgaard partition.

Divide and Conquer via Bootstrapping. Whole program flow
sensitive and context sensitive (FSCS) alias analysis is expensive.
However, for many applications we require FSCS aliases for only a
small set of pointers of interest. For instance, for static data race
detection, we need to compute FSCS aliases for only the lock
pointers. Thus, if we are interested in computing the aliases of
pointers in a given setS, we want to leverage divide and conquer
by restricting our analysis only to those statements of the given
program that may affect aliases of pointers inS. Towards that end,
we leveragebootstrapping[11] which exploits the fact that the
aliases of a pointer in a Steensgaard partitionP can be affected
only by assignments to either a pointer inP or a pointerq higher
in the Steensgaard points-to hierarchy than some pointer inP .
Assume now that our goal is to compute FSCS aliases of a pointer
p ∈ P . Then it suffices to restrict our analysis only to statements
that directly modify values of pointers in the setP≥ comprised of
all pointersq such that eitherq > p or q ∼ p. It follows from the
above observation that if we are interested in the FSCS aliases of
pointers in a setS, then it suffices to restrict the analysis to pointers
in theSteensgaard-closureof S defined as follows:

Definition (Steensgaard Closure).The Steensgaard closure of a
set S of pointers, denoted byCl(S), in the minimal set with the
property thatS ⊆ Cl(S) and for eachp ∈ Cl(S) if either q ∼ p
or q > p thenq ∈ Cl(S).

4.1 Complete Update Sequences

In resolving FSCS points-to sets of function/thread pointers during
CCFG construction, we exploit summarization in which the notion
of a complete update sequence plays a crucial role. A pointerp is
said to besemantically equivalentto q at locationl if p andq have
the same value atl (even if they are syntactically different).

Definition (Complete Update Sequence) [11].Let λ : l0, ..., lm
be a sequence of successive program locations and letπ be the
sequenceli1 : p1 = a0, li2 : p2 = a1,..., lik

: pk = ak−1, of
pointer assignments occurring alongλ. Thenπ is called a complete
update sequence fromp to q leading from locationsl0 to lm iff

• a0 andpk are semantically equivalent top and q at locations
l0 and lm, respectively.

• for eachj, aj is semantically equivalent topj at lij
,

• for eachj, there does not exist any (semantic) assignment to
pointer aj between locationslij

and lij+1
; to a0 betweenl0

and li1 ; and topk betweenlik
andlm alongλ.

A related concept is that of maximally complete update sequences.

Definition 4 (Maximally Complete Update Sequence).Given a
sequenceλ : l0, ..., lm of successive control locations starting at
the entry control locationl0 of the given program, the maximally

complete update sequence for pointerq leading from locationsl0 to
lm alongλ is the complete update sequenceπ of maximum length,
over all pointersp, from p to q (leading from locationsl0 to lm)
occurring alongλ. If π is an update sequence fromp to q leading
from locationsl0 to lm, we also call it a maximally complete update
sequence fromp to q leading from locationsl0 to lm.

Maximally complete update sequences can be used to characterize
aliasing.

Theorem [11] (Aliasing Theorem)Pointersp andq are aliased at
control locationl iff there exists a sequenceλ of successive control
locations starting at the entry locationl0 of the given program and
ending atl such that there exists a pointera with the property that
there exist maximally complete update sequences froma to bothp
andq (leading froml0 to l) alongλ.

Advantages of using Update Sequences.A key advantage of us-
ing update sequences to characterize aliasing is that update se-
quences can be summarized in a compact manner. Additionally,
bootstrapping allows us to exploit locality of reference. Indeed,
since Steensgaard partitions are typically small, by restricting sum-
mary computation to each individual partition ensures thatthe re-
sulting summaries will also be small. Secondly, the number of
statements modifying values of pointers in a given partition also
tend to be few and highly localized to a few functions. This in
turn, obviates the need for computing summaries for functions that
don’t modify any pointers in the given partition which typically ac-
counts for majority of the functions. Note that without partitioning
it would be hard to ensure viability of the summarization approach.
Thus it is the synergy between divide and conquer and summariza-
tion that ensures scalability of the FSCS alias analysis.

5. Static Data Race Detection
The classical approach to data race detection involves five steps.

1. Identify shared variables, i.e., variables which can be accessed
by two or more threads.

2. Enumerate control locations where shared variables are read or
written. These determine potential locations where data races
can arise.

3. Determine locksets, i.e., the set of locks held, at locations where
shared variables are accessed.

4. Each pair of control locations in two different threads where the
same shared variable is accessed and disjoint sets of locks are
held is labeled a data race warning.

5. Use causality constraints imposed by fork/join operations as
well as synchronization primitives to reduce the set of warnings.

Context-Sensitive Lockset AnalysisSince locks are typically ac-
cessed via pointers, in order to determine locksets in step 3, a pre-
cise points-to analysis must be carried out. Consider, a data race
warning〈(c1, L1), (c2, L2)〉, wherec1 andc2 indicate control lo-
cations in two different threads where the same shared variable is
accessed with at least one of the accesses being a write operation
andL1 andL2 are the locksets atc1 andc2, respectively, such that
L1 ∩ L2 = ∅. Note that since in static analysis we typically ignore
conditional statements, all syntactic paths leading to locationci are
possible. ThusLi must capture the set of locks thatmustbe held ir-
respective of the path leading toci, i.e.,Li must be the intersection
of locks held along all paths leading toci, often referred to in the
literature asmust-locksets. For the sake of accuracy it is, therefore,
imperative that points-to sets of lock pointers be computedcontext
sensitively. This is because lock pointers typically point-to differ-
ent locks in different contexts so that a context-insensitive lockset
computation would result in the must-locksets being empty at most



main(){
if(cond)
1a: fp = &g;
else
2a: fp = &h;
3a: f(fp);
}

f(fp1){
1b: (*fp1)();
}

g(){
1c: fp = &e;
2c: lkptr = &lk1;
3c: f(fp);
}

h(){
1d: fp = &d;
2d: lkptr = &lk2;
3d: f(fp);
}

e(){
1e: fp = &e;
2e: lock(lkptr);
3e: sh1 = 1;
4e: unlock(lkptr);
5e: f(fp);
}

d(){
1f: fp = &d;
2f: lock(lkptr);
3f: sh2 = 2;
4f: unlock(lkptr);
5f: f(fp);
}

Figure 2. An Example Program

locations where shared variables are accessed. This would lead to
an explosion in the number of bogus warnings.

6. Concurrent Control Flow Graph Computation
In order to carry out static data race detection via steps 1-5enumer-
ated above we need to first construct the concurrent control flow
graph of the given program. In the absence of function pointers and
asynchronous calls this is straightforward. However, the presence
of recursion and function/thread pointers give rise to several chal-
lenges discussed below.

Function and Thread Pointers. Realistic programs often make
use of (indirect) function calls via function pointers and asyn-
chronous calls involving function and thread pointers (seeSec.
3). As a result, it is not possible to compute the call graph ofa
program from its syntactic program description. In order tore-
solve these function/thread pointers we have to carry out a func-
tion/thread pointer alias analysis. Additionally, for must-lockset
computation (see sec. 5), we need to compute the points-to sets
of lock pointers context-sensitively for which the contexts of the
given program have to be enumerated precisely. In order to enu-
merate contexts, i.e., construct the CCFG, the points-to sets of the
function/thread pointers need to be computed context sensitively
which, in turn, requires us to first compute the CCFG. This creates
a cyclic dependency between CCFG construction and resolution of
function/thread pointers.

Callback Functions.Callback functions are often passed as argu-
ments to function calls, e.g., for exception handling. These callback
functions, which are usually passed via function pointers,may be
initialized much before the function call executes. Therefore, we
must track the values of function pointer arguments for eachfunc-
tion call in order to build the CCFG. An additional challengein that
the values of function pointers, in many cases, depend on theac-
tual calling context of the called function. Thus the function pointer
points-to analysis for resolving callback function pointers needs to
be both flow and context-sensitive.

Recursion. As noted above, in order to resolve points-to sets of
function pointers, it is important to carry out a context-sensitive
points-to analysis. Because of the cyclic dependency between
CCFG construction and resolution of points-to sets of function
pointers, we need to construct the CCFGcontext-sensitively. To-

wards that end, an obvious approach is to enumerate all the contexts
of the given program starting from the entry function. As soon as a
function pointer is encountered in a given context, its points-to set
is computed which allows us to continue constructing the CCFG.
Note that since we resolve the points-to sets of function pointers in
a given context, we can usually resolve the function being called
uniquely. A context-sensitive CCFG construction presentsno prob-
lems in the absence of recursion. In the presence of recursion, how-
ever, the number of calling contexts for a recursive function f can,
in principle, be infinite. This may result in the size of the context
sensitive CCFG being infinite. In [6], the problem is handledby
introducing back edges for recursive functions. Thus if during the
construction of the CCFG, the same function is encountered again
in a given context, then instead of introducing a new copy off a
back edge in introduced to an existing copy off . However, the
introduction of back edges over-approximates the behaviors of the
given program as a result of which the construction no longerre-
mains context-sensitive (see below for an example). This reduces
the accuracy of the must-lockset computation which, as discussed
above, needs to be context-sensitive, thereby leading to bogus data
race warnings.

Scalability. Finally, since we need to carry out a FSCS points-to
analysis to compute the points-to sets of the function, thread and
lock pointers, we need to contend with scalability issues.

6.1 CCFG Construction

We start by presenting an algorithm for constructing the concurrent
control flow graph (CCFG) that handles the issues discussed above
while ensuring both scalability as well as accuracy of the over-
all static data race detection framework. As discussed above, the
cyclic dependency between CCFG construction and resolution of
the points-to sets of function pointers can be broken by construct-
ing the CCFG context-sensitively and resolving the points-to sets
of the function pointers on-the-fly. The main challenge in follow-
ing this approach lies in handling recursion. If there existrecursive
procedures in the given program then it may, in principle, result in
infinitely many contexts. Indeed, a self-recursive function f with a
function callfcall to itself will generate the infinitely many contexts
fcalli, wherei ≥ 1.

In order to resolve this problem, in [6] if while constructing the
CCFG a functionf is encountered again in a given context, then
a back edgeto an existing copy off is introduced. This approach,
however, is not suitable for static data race detection as itleads to
bogus warnings as we now illustrate.

Example.Consider a concurrent program comprised of two threads
each running the code shown in Fig. 2 withmainas the entry func-
tion andsh1 andsh2 being the shared variables. The algorithm for
CFG construction formulated in [6] builds aninvocation graphby
unrolling the contexts, i.e., sequence of function calls ofthe given
program. For our example, the procedure starts with the entry func-
tion main. Sincemaincallsf, an edge is added frommainto f in the
invocation graph. Inf, the function pointerfp1could point to either
g or h, depending upon whethercondevaluates totrue or false in
main. Thus bothg andh are added as successors tof . Function
g, in turn, callsf. Sincef already exists in the current context, i.e.,
main→ f → g, a back edge tof is added in the invocation graph.
Similarly a back-edge is added fromh to f . Finally, f may calle
andd both of which, in turn, callf . Thuse andd are both added as
successors tof along with back edges frome andd to f resulting
in the invocation graph shown in fig 3(a).

Because of the structure of the resulting invocation graph,we
see that the must-locksets oflkptr at locations 2e and 2f in func-
tionse andd, respectively, are empty sets. This is becauselkptr is
set as pointing-tolk1 and lk2 in functionsg andh, respectively.
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Figure 3. Call graph for the example in Fig. 2

In computing the must-aliases oflkptr at 2e, we must, by defini-
tion, take the intersection of aliases oflkptr along all paths in the
invocation graph leading to 2e. However, due to the existence of
back-edges from bothg andh to f , we see that the pathsmain, f,
g, f, eandmain, f, h, f, econtribute different aliases, i.e.,&lk1 and
&lk2, respectively. Thus the set of must-aliases oflkptr at 2e is the
empty set. As a result, the must-locksets at 3e and 3f are empty
sets. In a concurrent program with two threads executing thecode
shown in Fig. 2, this would result in the pair (3e, 3e) being labeled
a data race warning. Similarly, (3f, 3f) would also constitute a data
race warning.

If, however, we unroll the contexts without introducing back
edges we get an infinite call graph, part of which is shown in
fig. 3(b). Here we see that starting at the entry functionmain, all
paths leading to any given instance ofe pass only throughg without
passing throughh. Thus we can uniquely resolve the points-to set
of lkptr at 2e aslk1 as a result of which the must-lockset at 3e is
{lk1}. Similarly, the lockset at 3f is {lk2}. Since the same lock is
held at 3e in both the threads, (3e, 3e) no longer constitutes a data
race warning. Similarly, (3f, 3f) is also not a data race warning.

To sum up, introducing back-edges in the invocation graph over-
approximates the set of behaviors of the given program leading
to bogus warnings. Thus finitizing the CCFG via the introduc-
tion of back edges is not a viable technique for static data race
detection. We now present a new technique that instead of (over-
)approximating all possible contexts via back-edges, enumerates a
finite subset of contexts that need be explored without losing preci-
sion of the analysis at hand. Once these contexts have been enumer-
ated, the must-locksets can be computed in each individual context
thereby preserving context-sensitivity in lockset computation that
is lost in the back-edge approach.

6.2 Lockset-based Fix-Point Procedure

In the presence of recursion, the number of contexts in a program is
infinite. However, for our application, e.g., lockset-based static data
race detection, by exploiting the fact that not all these contexts may
generate different data race warnings, we show that it suffices to
explore only finitely many contexts. Broadly speaking, our goal is
to consider only those contexts that may generate differentlocksets
at locations where shared variables are accessed.

CCFG Finitization: Our core strategy for finitizing the CCFG is
to explore only those contexts in which the points-to sets oflock,
function or thread pointers, or locksets are different. Note that lock
pointers need to be tracked for lockset computation for datarace
detection whereas function and thread pointers need to be tracked
for constructing the CCFG.

In general, tracking points-to sets of all pointers in the given
program in a flow and context-sensitive (FSCS) fashion wouldbe
intractable. For our application, however, since we need totrack

points-to sets of only the setS of lock, function and thread pointers,
we can leverage bootstrapping [11]. Towards that end, we note that
the Steensgaard closureCl(S) of S (see Sec. 4) would simply
be the set of lock, function and thread pointers, pointers tolock,
function or thread pointers, pointers to pointers to lock, function or
thread pointers, etc. Thus when computing FSCS aliases of the set
S, we can slice away all statements of the given program that donot
affect the aliases of pointers inS, i.e., those that are not assignments
to any pointer inCl(S). Since the number of statements affecting
lock, function or thread pointers is typically small, bootstrapping
results in a highly precise as well as scalable FSCS analysisfor
such pointers.

In computing the CCFG context sensitively, if we encounter a
function call again, we need to decide whether to explore it or not.
Let con1 = con′

1.fcall1 andcon2 = con′
2.fcall2 be two contexts

such thatfcall1 andfcall2 are instances of the same function call.
Suppose that in constructing the CCFG we have already explored
the contextcon1 and then encounter the contextcon2. Our criterion
for continuing to explorefcall2 is whether doing so could lead to
the discovery of new aliases for lock, function or thread pointers or
new locksets. Towards that end, we show that if in the two contexts
con′

1 andcon′
2 the aliases of all pointers inCl(S) are the same then

exploringfcall2 further cannot lead to the discovery of new alias
sets at any given location for any pointer inCl(S). This follows
from the following result (see [26] for the proof).

Theorem 1 (Finitization). Let R be a set of pointers and let
Con1 = con1.fc1 and Con2 = con2.fc2 be contexts such that
fc1 andfc2 are instances of the same function call fc. Suppose that
(i) for eachp ∈ Cl(R), the aliases ofp, and (ii) the must-locksets,
are the same at the call location offc in both the contextscon1

and con2. Then for any sequence seq of function calls leading to
functionh, if Con′

1 = Con1.seq andCon′
2 = Con2.seq are valid

contexts then the aliases of each pointer inCl(R) and the must-
locksets are the same at each location ofh in Con′

1 andCon′
2.

Proof. Let loc be a location ofh and letp ∈ Cl(R). Letq be aliased
top at loc in contextCon′

1. We show thatq is also aliased top at loc
in contextCon′

2. Sincep andq are aliased to each other inCon′
1,

by the aliasing theorem (see pg. 4), there exist maximal update
sequencesseqp : li1 : p1 = a0, li2 : p2 = a1,..., lik

: pk = ak−1

andseqq : lj1 : q1 = b0, lj2 : q2 = b1,..., ljm : qm = bm−1

starting from the entry location of the given program and leading
to loc along Con′

1 such that (i)a0 = b0, (ii) pk and qm are
semantically1 equal top andq at locationslik

andljm , respectively,
(iii) for eachk′, pk′ is semantically equal toak′ at li

k′+1
andpk′ is

not modified (semantically) along the sequencelk′ +1, ..., lk′+1 of
program locations, and (iv) for eachl′, ql′ is semantically equal
to bl′ at ljl′+1

and ql′ is not modified (semantically) along the
sequencell′ +1, ..., ll′+1 of program locations. Suppose that along
the contextCon′

1, the locationlcall1 from wherefc1 is called
occurs between the locationslic1

andlic1
+1, i.e.,call1 lies in the

open interval(ic1 , ic1 + 1) (we assume that there is no assignment
at the location of a function call). Similarly, we assume that lcall1

occurs between the locationsljc2
and ljc2

+1 along Con′
1, i.e.,

call1 ∈ (jc2 , jc2 + 1). Note that the locationlcall1 occurs along
the contextcon1.

Consider now the maximal update sub-sequencesseq′q : li1 :
p1 = a0, li2 : p2 = a1,..., lic1

: pc1 = ac1−1 andseq′q : q1 = b0,
lj2 : q2 = b1,..., ljc2

: qc2 = bc2−1. We observe that there
cannot occur a statement that (semantically) modifiespc1 between
locationslic1

andlcall1 alongcon1, elseseqp won’t be a complete
update sequence. Thusseq′p is, in fact, a maximally complete

1 We use the termsemantically equalto mean thatpk and qm could be
accessed directly or indirectly, i.e., via dereferencing of pointer variables.



update sequence from the entry location of the given programto the
locationlcall1 . Similarly, seq′q is a maximally complete sequence
from the entry location of the given program to the locationlcall1

alongcon1. Then sincea0 = b0, we have by the aliasing theorem,
thatpc1 andqc2 are aliased to each other at locationlcall1 in con1.
Then by the hypothesis of our theorem,pc1 andqc2 are also aliased
to each other at the locationlcall2 from wherefc2 is called in
con2. From the aliasing theorem, we have that there exist complete
maximal update sequencesseq′

p : li′
1

: r1 = c0, li′
2

: r2 = c1,...,
li′u : ru = cu−1 and seq′

q : lj′
1

: s1 = d0, lj′
2

: s2 = d1,...,
lj′v : sv = dv−1 starting from the entry location of the given
program and leading tolcall2 such thatc0 = d0; for eachk′, rk′

is semantically equal tock′ ; for eachl′, sl′ is semantically equal to
dl′ ; andru andsv are semantically equal topc1 andqc2 at lcall2

respectively. Consider now the sequences,seqp : li′
1

: r1 = c0,
li′

2
: r2 = c1,..., li′u : ru = cu−1, lic1

+1 : pc1+1 = aic1
, ...,

lik
: pk = ak−1 and seqq : lj′

1
: s1 = d0, lj′

2
: s2 = d1,...,

ljv : sv = dv−1, ljc2
+1 : qc2+1 = bc2 , ...,ljm : qm = bm−1. Note

thatru is semantically equal topc1 which, in turn, is semantically
equal toac1 . Thusru is semantically equal toac1 . Similarly, sv is
semantically equal tobc2 . From this it follows thatseqp andseqq

are maximally complete update sequences starting from the entry
location of the given program to locationloc in h along Con′

2.
Sincec0 = d0 and pk and qm are semantically equal top and
q respectively, we have, by the aliasing theorem, thatp andq are
aliased to each other at locationloc in contextCon′

2. Similarly, we
may show that if pointersp′ andq′ are aliased inCon′

2, then they
are also aliased inCon′

1. Thus the set of aliases of each pointer in
Cl(R) are the same inCon′

1 andCon′
2.

Since the setR contains all the lock pointers in the given
program, we have that the (must-)aliases of all lock pointers are the
same in the two contextsCon′

1 andCon′
2. Also, by our hypothesis,

the must-locksets are the same at locationslcall1 and lcall2 in
contextscon1 andcon2, respectively. Furthermore in extending the
contextscon1 andcon2 to formCon′

1 andCon′
2, respectively, the

same locks will be acquired and released during the callsfc1 and
fc2. Thus by combining the above facts, we have that the must-
locksets at each locationloc of h will be the same in both the
contextsCon′

1 andCon′
2. QED.

Let P be the Steensgaard closed setCl(S), whereS is the set of
lock, thread and function pointers. The above result implies that
if during the construction of the CCFG a function callfcall is
encountered again in a contextcon, then it suffices to explorefcall
only if either (i) the set of aliases for some pointerp ∈ P , or (ii) the
lockset, is different from the instances offcall encountered before.

Our procedure is a worklist-based algorithm shown as Algo-
rithm 1. Starting from the entry location of the given concurrent
program, we build a graph over tuples of the form(con, func,
loc, DP), whereloc is the current program location of function
func in contextcon. Herecon is defined by means of a call string,
i.e., a sequence of function calls leading tofunc. The alias sets and
locksets are tracked via the dataflow tupleDP = (A, L), where (i)
the aliasing relationA ⊆ P × 2P assign to each pointerp ∈ P the
setA(p) of aliases ofp at locationloc of function func in context
con, and (ii)L is the must-lockset at locationloc of function func
in contextcon.

To start with the alias set for each pointerp is set to{p} and
the lockset is set to the empty set. In each iteration, we delete
a tuple tup = (con, func, loc,DF) from worklist W , where
DF = (A, L). If loc has been visited before with the locksetL
and aliasing relationA then, by Thm. 1, exploring the successors of
loc in conwith the dataflow tupleDF cannot lead to the discovery
of a new shared variable access with a different lockset. Thus tup

needs to be processed only ifloc hasn’t been visited before with the
current set of dataflow facts (step 5 of Alg. 1).

In processingtup we consider three cases. Ifloc is the location
of a function callfcall to functiong, say, then in computing the
successor oftup, we simply update the current location, function
and context while leaving the dataflow facts unchanged (steps 7-
9). If, on the other hand, the statement atloc modifies a pointer in
P , the aliasing relation needs to be re-computed (steps 11-13). In
order to avoid re-computing the aliasing relation from scratch every
time we visitloc we leverage the use of summarization (see below).
Similarly, if loc is the site of a locking/unlocking statement, then
the must-locksetL needs to be updated (steps 14-16).

Termination. In Alg. 1, each function is explored the number of
times its entry location is visited with a different dataflowtuple
DF = (A, L). In the worst case, the number of possible values
of A are|P |2|P |, where|P | is the cardinality of the Steensgaard-
closed setP that is input to Alg. 1. This is because from the fact
thatP is Steensgaard-closed it follows that all aliases of a pointer
p ∈ P also belong toP . Thus there are at most2|P | different
alias sets possible forp. Also, the number of possible locksets is at
most2|L|, whereL is the set of locks in the given program. If|F |
is the total number of functions, then the size of resulting CCFG
is O(|F ||P |2|P |2|L|). In practice, however, the actual locksets as
well as possible aliases of thread, function and lock pointers at a
given location are few in number.

A Note on Summarization. In step 12 of Alg. 1, we are required
to compute the aliases of all pointers inP at locationloc in context
con. The number of times we need to carry out this computation
equals the number of different contexts in whichloc is visited. In
order to avoid computing the aliases from scratch each time we
visit loc, we makes use of summarization as formulated in [11].
Here the summary of a functionf tracks the start and end points of
complete update sequences between pairs of locations off of the
form (m,n), where (i)m is either the entry location off or the
location of a function call inf , (ii) n is either the exit location of
f or the location of a function call inf , and (iii) there exists a path
in the (local) flow graph off from m to n that does not involve an
intermediate function call location. When building the summaries
for f , we do not propagate update sequences to or from functions
called inf because in the presence of function pointers we cannot
always resolve the functions being called. Then given a contextcon,
we compose the local update sequences along all function calls in
con to compute the entire update sequences starting at the entry
location of the given program toloc alongcon. This gives us the
required aliases. It is worth noting that using bootstrapping we need
to build summaries only for pointers inCl(S), whereS is the set
of lock, function and thread pointers. Since these pointersare few
in number and are updated in a small number of functions, mostof
the function summaries will in fact be empty. Thus bootstrapping
further enhances the effectiveness of summarization in computing
FSCS pointer aliases efficiently.

Implicit contexts. Although Alg. 1 enumerates contexts explicitly
for the sake of exposition, a practical implementation may not do so
for efficiency reasons. In practice, we will number the contexts and
all the data flow facts including pointer aliases and locksets will be
indexed by the context number they correspond to, at each relevant
program location. A context manager can be used to provide the
main context-related operations, i.e., (i) context numbering, (ii)
mapping contexts to data flow facts, (iii) checking equivalence of
contexts, and (iv) adding new contexts for a function.

Preservation of Data Races.If the input P to Alg. 1 is Cl(S),
whereS is the set of lock, function and thread pointers, then we
need to show that the reduced set of contexts that are generated by



Algorithm 1 Finitary Context-Sensitive Call Graph Construction

1: Input: A Steensgaard closed setP
2: Initialize Processed to the empty set and worklistW to

{(ǫ, start, entrystart,DF0)}, whereentrystart is the entry
location of the entry functionstartof the given concurrent pro-
gram; ǫ denotes the empty call-string; andDF0 = (A0, ∅)
with A0 being the initial aliasing relation that assigns to each
pointerp ∈ P the set{p}.

3: while W is not emptydo
4: Delete tupletup = (con, func, loc,DF), whereDF =

(A, L), from W
5: if a tuple of the formtupmatch = (con′, func, loc,DF)

does not belong toProcessedfor anycon’ then
6: Add (con, func, loc,DF) to Processed
7: if loc is the site of a function callfcall to functiong, say,

then
8: Succ = {(con.fcall, g, entryg,DF)| entryg is the

entry location ofg }
9: else

10: SetA′ = A andL′ = L
11: if the program statement atloc modifies a pointer in

P then
12: compute a new aliasing relationA′ by composing

summaries for update sequences (see [11])
13: end if
14: if the statement atloc is a locking/unlocking operation

then
15: construct the new must-locksetL′ by updatingL
16: end if
17: Succ= {(con, func, loc′, (A′, L′))| loc′ is a succes-

sor ofloc in func}
18: end if
19: for eachtup′ in Succdo
20: Add tup′ as a successor oftup in CCFG
21: if tup′ 6∈ Processed ∪ W then addtup′ to W
22: end for
23: else
24: Merge nodes fortup andtupmatch in CCFG
25: end if
26: end while

Alg. 1 does not cause us to miss any data race. Towards that endwe
show the following (see [26] for the proof).

Theorem 2 (Soundness).Let L be the must-lockset at location loc
in a valid context con of the given program. Then there existsa
valid context con’ in the CCFG constructed via Alg. 1 such that the
must-lockset at loc in con’ is L.

Proof. Let L be the must-lockset at locationloc along a pathx of
the given program in contextcon. We show that there exists a path
y in the CCFG leading toloc along which the must-lockset atloc
is L. The proof is by induction on the length ofx.

For the base case where the length ofx is one,x is comprised
only of the initial state of the given concurrent program andso
the result holds trivially. For the induction step, supposethat the
result holds for all paths of length less than or equal tok and let
x = x0x1...xk be a path of lengthk + 1. Let loc′ be the program
location andL′ the must-lockset atxk−1 along x. Then by the
induction hypothesis, there exists a pathy′ = y0...yl of the CCFG
leading toloc’ such that the must-lockset atloc’ alongy′ is L′ and
the aliases of all pointers in the Steensgaard closed setP (input to

Alg. 1) at loc’ are the same alongx′ = x0...xk−1 andy′. We now
consider two cases.

First, we assume thatloc’ is not a function call site, i.e., a
location where a function is called. In this case we show that
y = y′.xk is the desired path. We consider two sub-cases. First,
assume thatloc is not a locking/unlocking site. Then the must-
locksets atloc’ and loc alongx are the same, i.e.,L′. Moreover,
the must-lockset atxk alongy is the same as the must-lockset at
yl along y′, which by the induction hypothesis isL′. If loc is a
locking/unlocking statement then since the aliases of all pointers in
P (including the lock pointers) are the same atloc’ along bothx′

andy′ we see that the lock that is released or acquired atloc along
x is the same as the one that is released or acquired atloc alongy.
Thus in both cases the must-lockset atloc is the same along bothx
andy.

Next, we consider the aliases of pointers inP . If the statement at
loc does not modify any pointer inP , then sinceP is a Steensgaard
closed set, the set of aliases of each pointer inP is the same at
loc and loc’. If, on the other hand, the statement atloc’ modifies
the value of some pointer inP , then we need to show that the set
of aliases of each pointer inP are the same atloc along bothx
andy. Towards that end, letp andq be aliased to each other atloc
alongx. By the aliasing theorem (pg. 4), there exist maximal update
sequencesseqp : li1 : p1 = a0, li2 : p2 = a1,..., lik

: pk = ak−1

andseqq : lj1 : q1 = b0, lj2 : q2 = b1,..., ljm : qm = bm−1

starting from the entry location of the given program and leading to
loc alongx such thata0 = b0 andpk andqm are semantically equal
to p andq at locationslik

andljm , respectively. We first consider
the case where none of the locationslik

andljm is loc. In that case
seqp andseqq are also maximal update sequences starting from the
entry location of the given program and leading toloc’ alongx.
Thusp andq are aliased atloc’ alongx and hence, by the induction
hypothesis, atloc’ alongy. Since the statement atloc cannot extend
the update sequences that causep andq to be aliased atloc’ along
y′, p andq are also aliased atloc alongy. Now consider the case
where at least one oflik

or ljm is loc. Note that bothlik
and

ljm cannot beloc as only one variable can be modified at a given
location. Assume for definiteness thatlik

= loc. Then consider the
maximally complete update sub-sequenceseq′p : li1 : p1 = a0,
li2 : p2 = a1,..., lik−1

: pk−1 = ak−2 of seqp. Since bothlik−1

andljm occur beforeloc alongx we see thatpk−1 andq are aliased
at loc’ alongx. Then by the induction hypothesis they are aliased at
loc’ alongy. Applying the aliasing result again, we have that there
exist complete maximal update sequencesseq′

p : li′
1

: r1 = c0,
li′

2
: r2 = c1,..., li′u : ru = cu−1 and seq′

q : lj′
1

: s1 = d0,
lj′

2
: s2 = d1,..., lj′v : sv = dv−1 starting from the entry location

of the given program and leading toloc’ alongy′ such thatru and
sv are semantically equal topk−1 andqm (which is semantically
equivalent toq) at li′u and lj′v , respectively. Then the sequence
seqp : r1 = c0, li′

2
: r2 = c1,..., li′u : ru = cu−1, lik

: pk = ak−1

is a complete update sequence from the entry location of the given
program toloc alongy. Also, seqq is a complete update sequence
from the entry location of the given program toloc alongy. Since
pk andqm are semantically equal top andq, respectively, we have
thatp andq are aliased atloc’ alongy.

Finally, we consider the case whenloc’ is a function call site.
By the induction hypothesis, the pathy′ occurs in the CCFG. If
the pathy′.xk also occurs in the CCFG then we are done. Else,
the only reason whyy′.xk will not be explored is if there exists an
alternative pathz in CCFG leading toxk such that the must-lockset
atxk alongz isL and the aliases of all pointers inP are the same at
loc. In that casez is the desired path. This completes the induction
step and proves the desired result. QED.
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Figure 4. Concurrent call graph for the example in Fig. 1

Since, by Theorem 2, Alg. 1 preserves all possible locksets at loca-
tions where shared variables are accessed, it follows immediately
that we will not miss any data race.

Example.The concurrent call graph for the example program in
Figure 1 is shown in Figure 4. Note that each node in labeled by
both the thread identifier and the function name. Multiple calls to
other functions from a single function is labeled by the correspond-
ing calling locations in order to distinguish the contexts.The fork
and join edges are also explicitly marked.

7. Data Race Analysis
As mentioned in Section 5, the key steps in static data race detec-
tion are (i) computing the set of shared variables, (ii) determining
the set of must-locksets at each shared variable access in a context-
sensitive manner, and (iii) pruning spurious data race warnings by
taking into account locksets and program causality constraints. In
this section, we will discuss steps (i) and (ii) in some detail and then
present a pruning strategy that relies on a may-happen-in-parallel
(MHP) analysis.
Shared Variable Detection. In real-life concurrentC programs
shared variables are typically accessed via pointers. The set of
shared variables consists of all variables that are either global vari-
ables of threads, aliases of global variables or escaped variables.
Note that local pointer variables may also alias global variables
and result in a data race violation. However, if we label all local
variables aliasing global variables as shared, we will end up with
a large number of spurious warnings. Therefore, we are only inter-
ested in the set of local pointers that are used to actually update the
values of global variables. Towards that end, using the CCFGcom-
puted in the previous section, we use a data flow analysis on pointer
variables [13] to compute the set of shared variable accesses. The
analysis essentially propagates the assignments in complete update
sequences from variablesp to q (wherep is global). If the sequence
is followed a modification of some scalar variable viaq, thenq is
marked as shared.
Initial Data-race warnings. After we have computed the set of
shared variables, we can conservatively enumerate data race warn-
ings by considering all pairs of accesses to the same shared variable
in two different threads, where at least one of the accesses is a write
operation. For industrial size programs, this conservative enumera-
tion may lead to thousands of warnings, most of which are bogus.
We now describe a staged MHP analysis, which prunes away the
spurious warnings by first taking into account lock acquisition pat-
terns and then using thread ordering constraints imposed byfork
andjoin operations in the CCFG.

7.1 MHP analysis

Lockset analysis.Computing context-sensitive locksets is trivial
after computing the context-sensitive CCFG for the program(cf.
Algorithm 1): the locksets can be extracted from the data flowfacts
DF computed at the shared variable access locations. By com-

bining lockset computation with the call graph computation, we
avoid a separate lockset computation phase, required in previous
approaches [13]. Then two accesses in different thread may happen
in parallel only if the locksets held at their respective locations are
disjoint.
Thread order analysis. The order of program statements in the
CCFG prohibits some concurrent accesses. For example, consider
a concurrent program comprised of two threads:t0 andt1, where
t0 createst1 and later waits fort1 to join. An access to a shared
variablex in threadt1 cannot happen concurrently with an access to
x in t0 if the access int0 follows the join instruction corresponding
to t1. The thread order analysis is designed to reveal the causalities
(of above form) in a program that arise due to fork/join constraints
as well as (sequential) control flow in threads.

Fork-join model.We start by observing thatfork andjoin oper-
ations enforce the following causality constraints:

1. All statements in the parent thread between matching forkand
join points may happen in parallel with all statements in the
child thread (and all threads forked thereof)

2. No other statements can happen in parallel.

The thread order analysis exploits the above causality constraints
in the fork-join model to compute an MHP set.

Thread Pool model.Recall that in the thread pool model, tasks
are dispatched for execution to previously created threads. These
calls implicitly correspond to a fork operation. However, these
fork operations do not have corresponding join operations.In order
to conservatively estimate the effect of these calls, we introduce
matching join operations at the exit locations of the start function
of the given program.

Furthermore, in contrast to the fork-join model, the threadpool
model (by virtue of the work queue) allows multiple functiontasks
to be executed on the same thread. Since only one task can be
executing on a thread at any given time, we add the constraint
that no two functions (and any pair of locations in those functions)
which always execute on the same thread may happen in parallel.
Note that the information about the set of functions that always
execute on the same thread is readily available from the CCFG.

Given a threadt, let children(t) denote the set of threads
created byt. For each threadt, we denote the first and last program
locations int by t.start andt.end respectively. In general,t.start
andt.end are not unique since multiple fork calls can be dispatched
to the same thread in the thread pool model. However, given a fork
call instruction to threadt, t.start andt.end are uniquely defined.
For program locationsl andm, we write l →fj m to mean that
there exists a path in the CCFG of the given program froml to m.
Similarly, l → m means that there exists a path in the CCFG from
l to m along which there exists no fork or join statements.

Algorithm 2 shows the details of the analysis. Intuitively,
Locparent consists of all the locations in the parent thread that are
forward reachable from the fork call and backward reachablefrom
the join instruction without any intermediate fork or join edges.
The setLocchild consists of all locations in the child thread as well
as threads created thereof. The analysis produces the set MHPlocs
of location pairs that may happen in parallel.

Based on the thread order analysis, we can now prune the
warnings by removing any warning wherein the program location
pairs that do not occur in the MHPlocs set.
Example.Recall the example program in Figure 1. As mentioned
earlier, the program has two potential data race conditionsin the
function f on the shared variable pointed to by the argumentz.
More precisely, the races involve location pairs (t1.f.l2, t2.f.l2)
and (t1.f.l3, t2.f.l3) since functionf is executed by both threads
t1 and t2. However, if we perform thread order analysis on the
context-sensitive CCFG obtained from the program, we find that



Algorithm 2 Thread order analysis

MHPlocs :={}
for all Fork-join call pairfj = (lfk, ljn) in CCFGdo

Locparent := {l | lfk → l ∧ l → ljn}
Locchild := {l | child.start →fj l ∧ l →fj child.end}
MHPlocs := MHPlocs∪ (Locparent × Locchild)

end for
Remove all locations in MHPlocs that belong to functions exe-
cuting on the same thread

the above location pairs are not in the set MHPlocs, since thethread
t2 can only execute after the threadt1 finishes executing.

8. Experiments
The proposed data race detection technique has been implemented
in the CoBE framework [12] for analysis of concurrent C programs
being developed at NEC. All the experiments were performed on
an Intel Core Duo 1.86Ghz machine with 1GB memory, running
Linux. In order to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed approach,
we applied it to a wide variety of software: open source benchmarks
including Linux drivers,bzip2smp software, and in-house prod-
ucts including a parallel MPEG decoderD and a commercial soft-
ware system,S. Table 1 shows the experimental results. The system
S was the prime inspiration behind this work since it is based on
the thread pool model and employs AFCs as well as locks for syn-
chronization, and also contains recursive functions. The other three
benchmarks are chosen to show the effectiveness of the proposed
CCFG construction method over the previous method [13], even on
programs without function pointers or recursion.

Linux Drivers: In previous work [13], we reported data race de-
tection statistics on a suite of Linux drivers with known data races
downloaded fromkernel.org. The goal of this exercise was to
test whether CoBE could detect these known data races. We showed
that CoBE could in fact discover all the known data races efficiently
while keeping the bogus warnings rate low. The procedure formu-
lated in [13] carried out data race detection by enumeratingall con-
texts in the given program and computing locksets individually for
each context, without checking for context equivalence with respect
to locksets. The time taken for static warning generation via ex-
haustive context enumeration is given in col. Ex-Time of Table 1.
Using our new CCFG construction that exploits the fix-point crite-
rion to drastically cut down on the contexts that need be explored,
we see that the time taken (shown in LFC-Time col.) for data race
detection is reduced many-fold. Thus, although the fix-point crite-
rion was proposed for finitizing the CCFG in the presence of func-
tion pointers and recursion, it also enhances the scalability of exist-
ing approaches by considering only a representative set of contexts
necessary for data-race detection. Cols. #War and #Aft. Red. re-
fer, respectively, to the initial number of warnings generated via
the lockset method and the number of warnings left after applying
warning reduction which combines thread order analysis (Sec. 7.1)
with existing reduction schemes [13].

bzip2smp:Thebzip2smp program parallelizes thebzip compres-
sion algorithm to work on SMP machines. It uses thepthread li-
brary as opposed to AFCs. Thus our new framework can handle
both the fork/join and the thread pool models in a unified manner.

Parallel Decoder D: D is an in-house parallel implementation of
an MPEG-4 decoder. Notice the stark difference between the time
taken in exploring all the contexts exhaustively as in [13] and in ex-
ploring the contexts enumerated via our new CCFG construction.
The dramatic difference is because for efficiency reasons the im-
plementation does not use any locks; all synchronization isvia the

use of barriers. Thus each functionf is explored only once during
our CCFG construction (corresponding to a single lockset data fact,
see Algorithm 1) as opposed to [13] where it is explored for each
different context in whichf appears.
NEC Product S: a large in-house concurrent software system, de-
noted byS. The S system consists of about 400K lines of C++
code using Boost libraries [23] and is based on a thread pool
model. Much of the code deals with asynchronous stream process-
ing, which makes execution flow non-evident. Callback objects are
passed as first-class data items. The final execution contextfor any
particular callback object is not evident and often is the source of
subtle errors. Changes made in one small routine have often led
to bugs occurring much later in code, at a location seeminglyun-
related to the original bug location. These bugs are mostly irrepro-
ducible due to the complex nature of asynchronous calls and remain
unexpressed over long periods of time.

We evaluated our approach by checking for data races in a cen-
tral moduleM of S (about 10K of C++ code). To this goal, we
first built a faithful C model ofM . This primarily involved recre-
ating the thread pool model based on the pthread library and build-
ing the infrastructure for programming asynchronous function calls
(including modeling thebind functionality of the Boost library).
Based on this infrastructure, we were able to obtain a C model
of the moduleM that closely resembled the actual C++ imple-
mentation. We performed data-race detection on this model:we
observed that the initial number of data race warnings with the
context-sensitive CCFG construction and the lockset basedreduc-
tion were 524. Exploiting the thread order analysis drastically re-
duced the number of warnings to 161. Note due to bootstrapping
the time taken to analyze this code was only 29 sec. This wouldnot
have been possible if we had carried out a whole program FSCS
points-to analysis. Thus bootstrapping was key in making our anal-
ysis scalable.

9. Related Work and Conclusions
Data race detection being a problem of fundamental interesthas
been the subject of extensive research. Many techniques have been
proposed in order to attack the problem including dynamic run-time
detection, static analysis and model checking.

Early work on dynamic data race detection includes the Eraser
data race detector [22] which is based on computing locksets. There
has been much work that improves upon the basic Eraser method-
ology. One such approach is [9] which leverages the use of static
analysis to reduce the number of data race warnings that needto
be validated via a run-time analysis. Other run-time detection tools
based on Lamport’s happened before model restrict the number of
interleavings that need be explored [5, 16]. The advantage of run-
time techniques is the absence of false warnings. On the other hand,
the disadvantages are the extra cost incurred in instrumenting the
code and poor coverage both of which become worse as the size
of code increases especially in the context of concurrent programs.
Additionally, run time detection techniques presume that the give
code can be executed which may not be an option for applications
like device drivers.

Recently, there has been a spurt of activity in applying static
analysis techniques for data race detection [4, 14, 25, 2, 18, 17, 7,
20, 9]. An advantage of such techniques is that they can be made
to scale to large programs. The key disadvantage is that since static
analysis works on heavily abstracted versions of the original pro-
gram, they are not refined enough and can produce a large num-
ber of false warnings. Concurrency or MHP analysis has received
wide attention [21] for object-oriented programs (see, e.g., [27, 1]).
These analyses rely on the fact that at thread creation/joinloca-
tions, the target thread object/code can be syntactically inferred. In



Driver KLOC # ShVars #War #Aft.Red. Ex-Time (secs) LFC-Time (secs)
hugetlb 1.2 5 4 1 3.2 1
ipoib multicast 26.1 10 33228 6 7 1.4
plip 13.7 17 94 51 5 3
sock 0.9 6 32 13 2 1.2
ctrace comb 1.4 19 985 58 6.7 1.1
autofs expire 8.3 7 20 3 6 1.9
ptrace 15.4 3 9 1 15 2.4
tty io 17.8 1 6 3 4 0.9
raid 17.2 6 23 13 1.5 1.1
pci gart 0.6 1 3 1 1 0.8
bzip2smp 6.4 25 15 12 - 23
D (NEC) 2.9 4 256 25 22 min 8 sec
S (NEC) 1.3 12 524 161 - 29 sec

Table 1. Experimental comparison of data-race detection on benchmarks. The column Ex.Time reports the time taken (in seconds) via the
exhaustive context enumeration algorithm of [13] whereas the LFC-Time column denotes the time taken for exploring the reduced set of
contexts enumerated by our new CCFG construction. The ‘-’ entries in the table indicate that the previous technique [13]could not handle
named forks as a result of which experiments could not be carried out on these examples.

contrast, this paper analyzes programs where thread dispatch takes
place via indirect calls through function pointers. Moreover, since
the exact target depends on the particular calling context,perform-
ing race detection on a context-sensitive control flow graphreduces
the number of spurious data races significantly.

Verification of particular forms of asynchronous programs has
received some attention recently [10, 8]. In both cases, however,
asynchronous tasks are executed sequentially and there is no con-
current interaction between the tasks. To the best of our knowledge,
no previous method has investigated data race detection forgeneral
asynchronous multi-threaded programs with indirect calls.

Emami et al. [6] present an algorithm for context-sensitivein-
terprocedural points-to analysis for recursive sequential programs
with calls made via function pointers. However, handling recursion
via the introduction of back-edges results in an over-approximation
of the set of behaviors of the given program. As a result, the points-
to analysis no longer remains fully context-sensitive - a key require-
ment for static data race detection - leading to bogus warnings. Our
key insight, on the other hand, is that even in the presence ofre-
cursion and concurrency, it is possible to perform a preciseand
efficient data race detection by considering a finite representative
subset of contexts (instead of over-approximating the set of con-
texts) for each function to precisely identify the shared variables
as well as compute context-sensitive locksets and points-to sets of
function/thread pointers for CFG construction.

In this paper, we have presented a method to perform static data
race detection for concurrent C programs that use asynchronous in-
direct function calls for communication - a problem of greatprac-
tical importance but which has received little attention inthe lit-
erature. One of our key contributions has been a new technique
for context-sensitive CFG construction that guarantees termination
even in the presence of recursion and without losing precision of
the analysis at hand. This enables us to build a framework forfast
and accurate data race detection that can handle concurrentpro-
grams with complex programming constructs thereby making such
an analysis practical for a larger class of realistic programs. Exper-
iments on real-life open source benchmarks have demonstrated the
efficacy of our new technique.
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